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ABSTRACT

There are three defects for providing human-labor customer services in e-commerce operations: high 
costs of human labors, staff turnover, and lack of service quality assurance. Breakthroughs made in 
artificial intelligence, natural language processing and related fields make it possible to replace human 
labors with online artificial intelligent robots to provide the e-commerce customer service, which indicates 
the online robots are the future of e-commerce customer services. However, most of the current robots 
are designed to reply with knowledge matching the key words in question sentences from the database, 
rarely involving in research on customer intentions that are key factors influencing user experience 
and online sales. In this research, an intention recognizing model was proposed to obtain intentions of 
e-commerce consumers by computing the strengths of candidate intention nodes in the intention graph, 
which was used to describe relations between different goods that could be the intentional targets of e-
commerce consumers. The proposed robot was constructed based on the intention recognizing model to 
identify intentions of consumers and use the located knowledge combined with the AIML based sentence 
composition template to produce the response sentences for consumers. At last, the proposed robot was 
evaluated using F3 and ROUGE metrics by comparing with a keyword matching robot. And the evalu-
ation results proved the validity of the proposed robot.
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INTRODUCTION

With vigorous development of instant communication and electronic commerce in recent years, online 
shopping is accepted by more and more people and leads to huge market demands. But customer-service 
human labors are under increasing working pressure at the same time [Heiberg et al., 2002]. There are 
three problems for current pattern of e-commerce customer service of online shopping: (1) the human 
labor providing the customer service has to repeatedly answer identical and boring questions which have 
the same template most of the time; (2) the serving persons are usually multitasked and need time to take 
a rest, which makes it impossible to provide a 24-hour customer service; (3) the turnover of customer-
service staff increases the costs of human resources. All the problems are illuminated by breakthroughs 
achieved in artificial intelligence, deep learning [Schmidhuber, 2015], language computing, graph analysis 
and other related fields [Sun et al., 2014]. The breakthroughs indicate great possibilities to use online 
robots to provide customer services for e-commerce users. There have been some online robots applied 
in customer services of e-commerce operations, but they are mainly designed to simply reply according 
to the key words obtained through sentence templates of questions of e-commerce customers by using 
knowledges stored in the database, and rarely involve in research on customer intentions of e-commerce 
customers. And the intentions are key factors influencing the purchasing behaviors and consequently 
improving purchasing rates and the sales volumes of the e-commerce online shops [Zhao et al., 2015].

This paper is focused on providing an e-commerce customer service robot based on artificial intel-
ligence markup language (AIML) [Xia et al., 2003], Chinese word segmentation [Ren and Fu, 2014] and 
intention recognizing model to conduct a more considerate customer service of question-answering to 
improve the customer satisfaction degrees and purchasing rates in operations of e-commerce businesses 
[Holtgraves, 2008]. 

SYSTEM FRAMEWORK

As shown in Figure 1, the system consists of three layers: the interaction layer, the knowledge layer and 
the intention layer. Each layer plays its own role by executing functions of the modules.

Interaction Layer

The interaction layer is responsible for interacting with consumers: getting questions from consumers 
and producing answers to consumers. There are four functional modules in the layer:

1.  AIML Files: AIML is an artificial intelligence markup language extended by XML. In this mod-
ule, knowledge and question-answering patterns are stored using different tags. Some important 
tags are <template>, <pattern>, <topic>, <that>, <srai>, <set>, <get>, <random>, <star>, 
<condition> and <think>.

2.  Chinese Segmentation Module: Three parts in Figure 1 cooperate with this module. AIML memory 
tree and AIML reference engine are organized by the words which are the segmented results of 
user questions by the module under the support of AIML files.

3.  Sentence Composition Module: The AIML response engine is under supports of this module and 
the module of AIML files to composite answers according to the template logic.
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